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DEOS AG offers BACnet tools with a “Success Guarantee”  

 

DEOS continues to refine the solution for efficient 

BACnet Engineering and convinces with significantly 

reduced effort in project planning 

RHEINE/STEINFURT. As an integration and digitalisation expert for buildings, Rheine-

based DEOS AG is offering its system partners and interested parties a new, optimised 

BACnet workflow. This new BACnet workflow significantly facilitates and expedites 

BACnet Engineering, making projects more economical. In addition to AMEV-compliant 

BACnet libraries and the 1:1 Test Tool for efficient commissioning, DEOS system partners 

are also excited about the macro libraries for efficient system integration. DEOS AG will 

present these and other solutions to new system integrators, building owners and building 

operators at its stand at the ISH trade fair.  

Certified DEOS system partners are already using this new engineering solution and they are 
excited about the increased efficiency. The total solution to the efficient implementation of 
BACnet projects with DEOS AG is called “Efficient BACnet Engineering (EBE)”.  
 

“An excellent engineering workflow. With the aid of Efficient BACnet Engineering, meeting 
project-specific BACnet requirements and customer preferences has never been this quick or 
easy!” says Thorsten Maaß, programmer at OLM MSR Dienstleistungs GmbH and seasoned 
DEOS system partner from Berlin.  
 

Apart from AMEV-compliant BACnet macro and template libraries, the engineering tool, OPEN 
FXL, from DEOS provides extensive tools for bulk parameterisation of all IO and BACnet 
objects and commissioning. Plus, the connection between the DEOS BACnet Controller and B-
AWS OPENweb is established, for the most part, automatically. By consistently using BACnet in 
the entire workflow and the various project phases, significant gains in efficiency can be 
achieved so that projects can be managed more economically.  
 
The MODBUS macro library for BACnet projects provides a protocol that allows for the efficient 
connection and commissioning of Technical Building Equipment components that are linked to 
the automation layer. This helps the system integrator save a considerable amount of time when 
it comes to project planning because a large part of programming is managed using pre-
configured macros. Most recently, it has also become possible to use BACnet object macros to 
link your libraries to the BACnet Engineering Workflow and individually expand existing DEOS 
BACnet libraries.  
 
An additional highlight is the new integrated 1:1 Test Tool. During commissioning at the 
construction site, all of the project-related information, including the live view of all data points, 
are available to users. An iOS app and an Android app will be added for the mobile 
implementation of 1:1 testing without requiring a programming tool. Here again, considerable 
effort can be saved during commissioning phases.  



 

 

“My personal highlight of Efficient BACnet Engineering is indeed 1:1 testing. In the past, we had 

to record by hand the test steps and test results for each and every hardware device installed in 

a project. Using our 1:1 Test Tool, this can be accomplished significantly faster and in an 

automated manner. This level of ease-of-use is nowhere else to be found on the market,” says 

Fabian Gödker, Department Head of Product Management at DEOS AG.  

DEOS AG has a special offer for all interested parties and new customers. “Our DEOS 

“Success Guarantee” for interested parties provides new system integrators with the opportunity 

to assure themselves of the efficiency of BACnet Engineering with DEOS – without any risk,” 

explains Hendrik Plagemann, Product Manager at DEOS AG. “For the application of the new 

BACnet Workflow, we are relying on the in-depth support provided by our BACnet experts at 

DEOS so that every project becomes a success”, he said in closing.  

 

Energy-optimised buildings – DEOS offers comprehensive solution portfolio of Regin 

Group  

As part of the Regin Group, DEOS AG will be offering a comprehensive range of MCR and 

IoT/cloud solutions for energy optimisation in (existing) buildings at the ISH 2023 trade fair in 

March.  

Using actual installation examples, the German solution maker will present use cases that are 

practical and viable, and, therefore, can be implemented to start saving energy from the first day 

onward.  

Highlights at the trade fair include solutions around the world's first BACnet/SC controller, the 

battery-free LoRaWAN heating thermostat, TEO, with optional radio-expandable sensor 

integration, and cloud applications such as energy monitoring and energy reporting. OPENweb, 

the cloud-based BMS from DEOS will also be presented as an additional solution for room 

automation provided by DEOS AG.  
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More information on products and solutions: 

https://www.deos-ag.com/de/efficient-bacnet-engineering/ 
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DEOS AG – building automation for buildings that inspire 

As an international company and as part of the Swedish Regin Group, DEOS AG, 

headquartered in Rheine (NRW, Germany), has been developing intelligent products, 

solutions, and services for automation and digitalisation of buildings and systems. DEOS 

AG also offers a regional project business with in-house HVAC services and maintenance 

services. 

With a keen enthusiasm for heating, ventilation and air conditioning control systems and 

state-of-the-art IoT and cloud-based solutions, DEOS AG develops efficient and 

trendsetting total systems. Here, in particular, the simplicity of the systems for building 

technologies plays a major role – from integration to use. In-house development 

combines established MCR technologies with state-of-the-art IoT and cloud-based 

solutions that are made in Germany.  

The central needs of the global DEOS system partners are always at the core of the daily 

work. The product and solution portfolio of DEOS is developed jointly as a result of 

engaging in direct dialogue and through close collaboration. A mid-sized company is more 

agile and can respond much easier to environmental factors and modify its portfolio 

accordingly. In addition, DEOS partners are actively supported with service offerings to 

achieve the required high level of flexibility, efficiency and economic efficiency of 

construction projects.  

The entire team at DEOS strive to inspire system partners, technical planners, operators, 

and end customers with the portfolio DEOS offers. Providing practical solutions and 

offering easy system integration so that buildings can be operated at an optimum level in 

terms of energy are important contributions from the team at DEOS to protect the 

environment and ensure sustainability.  

https://www.deos-ag.com/de/efficient-bacnet-engineering/
mailto:presse@deos-ag.com


 

 

Established in 1967 and part of the Regin Group since 2022, DEOS AG is represented at 

many sales locations and also via specific, international Regin branch offices. There are 

300 certified DEOS system partners around the world and roughly 150 DEOS employees 

who are passionate about working on solutions for buildings that inspire. To this end, the 

product brands of the Group, including DEOS, Regin and ITK, are given preference. 

Solutions from DEOS can be used for many purposes in hotels, office buildings, airports 
or educational facilities. For more information about DEOS AG visit www.deos-ag.com.  
 
DEOS® is a registered trademark of DEOS AG. 
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